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Pike: First to propose the modern phonological
hierarchy in a theoretical context; initial pioneer
of intonational studies - Intonemes
Cruttendon & British School: Potentially infinite
contours
Bolinger: Began principled limitations on patterns
Liberman & Pierrehumbert: pioneering
formalization and phonetic analysis
ToBI: Serious issues to confront.



The best model for the data included two
factors predicting the size of the acoustic
measure / the likelihood of a ToBI boundary:



(1) recovery: the size of the largest mostrecently completed semantically–related
constituent up to two phonological phrases;
and



(2) planning: the length of the largest
upcoming constituent which was not an
argument of the most-recently processed head
up to two phonological phrases.



Bresnan, Selkirk, inter alia (continuing the
program of syntactocentrism).



Information Structure & intonation



Intonation is read off of phonological
constituents, not morphosyntactic
constituents.
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The first texts I transcribed, learn to recite
very well, and used to convince the
Pirahas I wasn’t terribly stupid were
processed without knowing what they
meant – just general subject matter.




Reading vs. natural
Psychological vs. linguistic distributional
analysis
 Willie Humboldt says: connected
discourse













Pike’s ‘skewing’ of hierarchies
Steedman, others

Quotative
[Ma’ co mao na –ini Guajarái]
that:prox:hearer m/f:rp/p
go:sg
3s:rp/p -3n Guajará
(Brazilian city)
Naj -namk 'oro narimak' taramaxiconj.
3s:rp/p -3pf collective woman
chief
'"Who went to Guajará?" (said) the chief to
the women.'
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Stress the rightmost token of the heaviest syllable in the last three
syllables of the word.
› Stress = amplitude
› CVV > GVV > VV > CV > GV
› (C = voiceless; G = voiced)



(! = stress; ‘ = high tone)







a. !tígí 'small parrot'
b. !pìgì 'swift’
c. !sàbí 'mean, wild'
d. !xábì 'to stay'
e. tíí!híí 'bamboo'
f. xì!tì 'forehead'
g. tì!xí 'honey bee'
h. tí!hì 'tobacco’










1.

HH/LL
||
[CViVi]

→

MM/*L*L
||
[CViVi]











A H or L tone sequence associated with identical vowels in a
monosyllabic word is lowered; H to M and L to *L (extralow).
2. a.
[H L ... →
[M L ...
b.
L H L ... →
LML
A H tone between two Ls or at the beginning of a word followed
by a L tone is lowered to M.
3. a.
H L H →
HMH
b.
HL]
→
HM]
A L tone between two H tones or following a H tone word finally is
M.
Rules 2 and 3 further show that the beginning of a word acts as a
lowering environment and the end as a raising environment. Everett
(1978) refers to this as word-level intonation.

a. HUM SPEECH: Disguise, Privacy, Intimacy, Talk
when mouth is full, Child language acquisition
b. YELL SPEECH: Long distance, Rainy days, Most
frequent use – between huts & across river
c. MUSICAL SPEECH: ('big jaw') New information,
Spiritual communication, Dancing, flirtation
d. WHISTLE SPEECH: (sour or 'pucker' mouth'
Hunting, – same root as 'to kiss' or shape of
mouth Men-only (as in ALL whistle after eating
lemon))

tí

píai ~ kí píai ~ kí kíai ~ pí píai ~ /í píai ~ /í /íai ~ tí píai, etc. (*tí tíai, * gí
gíai, *bí bíai) 'me too’
/apapaí ~ kapapaí ~ papapaí ~ /a/a/aí ~kakakaí ~(*tapapaí, * tatataí, *
bababaí, * gagagaí) 'head’
/ísiihoái ~ kísiihoái ~ písiihoái ~píhiihoái ~kíhiihoái ~ (alternations with /t/s
Constraint

on functional load and necessary contrast (Everett (1985)):

›a. Greater Dependence on the Channel → Greater Contrast Required
›b. Lesser Dependence on the Channel → Less Constrast Required
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Gáihi. Xíkaósaápoai xaihí. Xaió.
OK. This, Keren also is indeed here.
Xixaipihi xoáopá. Tiobáhai xia xaió baáxaáahoagáhá.
The children take pills. Thus indeed (Keren) makes them come to be well.
Xai
Thus.

Hi apióxiaihíx. Xoi itaákoí. Xagía gí xaobaihiabíkoí.
'It was another. (Took it to) a far jungle. Thus, YOU, I
haven't seen.'
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Paóxai hi gáisai. Paóxai hi gáisai. Xabótoó. Góoó kai sígiaihíx, gáihí. Xaí ti gáisai.
Xabótopaíi xáaga.
Dan he spoke. Dan he spoke. Armpit. What is the name of that? I spoke. It is an
armpit.

Góixís obáabaáti. Xísi xíiowaihixikoí.
'You (imp) throw the animal (dog) up. (It) ate the meat.'

Nísḗči (Vicente) hi gáísai. Ti bííoabahoagáhá. Xágaísi [xáagababíhiabi[koí]].
Vicente spoke. I am tired. (the) farinha has run out.
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Xaí hi gáísai. Hi ísoi xigí báobíhix? Xaí hi gáísai. Kao ógiái. Kao ógiái hi
[ibáobáhá [taío]].
Thus he spoke. What animal with did he kill? Thus he spoke. Big mouth. Big mouth
he killed[reported evidential].

Xaí. Tíi ohoaópagabiísai. Hi kábáasaiáaga
Thus I looked for a while. There isn't any.

Note the Rising intonation across sentence
boundaries.
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This sequence includes a command
clause.

Hi xoósobaáti, Xaíbígaí. Hi xoósobaáti. Hi tí xibíibaíihaí.
'Look at him (pay attention to him), Dan. Look at him. He ordered me.
Xaíbígaí. Hi boitóhooi. Hi xaítakoí. Hi boitó xabaxáí.’
‘Dan. Hi (has a) boat. He really moves. He (in the) boat alone (moves)’.

Xm. Baíxi hí oóxíai. Hi gáísai. Xaisigíai kaipaáti. Tí goó kaipíi.
Hmm. Father he is up high. He spoke. The same do. I WHAT/FOCUS do.

Xigohiagahapiiso. Xi xooi pio xasaiai.
They finish growing. They can go too.
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Xaí ti gá. Xaboópaihiabiso. Ti kahápií Funai xigíxóxio.
'Thus I spoke. My return finishes (when I return). (I) go with Funai.' (When I get
back from the jungle I will go to the other place with the National Indian
Foundation.)



“First, several lines of evidence suggest that listeners hear more or
fewer perceptual categories than ToBI models.” (BDKG, 8)



“A second, related drawback of ToBI is its lack of a consistent,
transparent mapping between labeling distinctions and phonetic
and/or perceptual events.” (BDKG, 8)



Rhythm and Pitch (RaP; Dilley & Brown 2005) – Same issues





Lieberman (1965; 1985)
Breen, Dilley, Kraemer, Gibson (2010)
Breen, Gibson, Watson (2010)

Xáogabaáí. Tíi kosiitái.
(I) want (one). My stomach hurts.



Non-perspicuity:
› IP can be a word, a phrase, a sentence, a

paragraph.



Each language as a unique case?
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